Beat-to-beat P-wave morphological variability in patients with paroxysmal atrial fibrillation: an in silico study.
P-wave beat-to-beat morphological variability can identify patients prone to paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (AF). To date, no computational study has been carried out to mechanistically explain such finding. The aim of this study was to provide a pathophysiological explanation, by using a computer model of the human atria, of the correlation between P-wave beat-to-beat variability and the risk of AF. A physiological variability in the earliest activation site (EAS), on a beat-to-beat basis, was introduced into a computer model of the human atria by randomizing the EAS location. A methodology for generating multi-scale, spatially-correlated regions of heterogeneous conduction was developed. P-wave variability in the presence of such regions was compared with a control case. Simulations were performed with an eikonal model, for the activation map, and with the lead field approach, for P-wave computation. The methodology was eventually compared with a reference monodomain simulation. A total of 60 P-waves were simulated for each sinus node exit location (12 in total), and for each of the 15 patterns of heterogeneous conduction automatically generated by the model. A P-wave beat-to-beat variability was observed in all cases. Variability was significantly increased in presence of heterogeneous slow conducting regions, up to two-fold the variability in the control case. P-wave variability increased non-linearly with respect to the EAS variability and total area of slow conduction. Distribution of the heterogeneous conduction was more effective in increasing the variability when it surrounded the EAS locations and the fast conducting bundles. P-waves simulated by the eikonal approach compared excellently with the monodomain-based ones. P-wave variability in patients with paroxysmal AF could be explained by a variability in sinoatrial node exit location in combination with slow conducting regions.